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One Eastside, Birmingham
Court Collaboration

Introduction and welcome
RLF operates at the heart of the urban residential development market, providing cost
consulting, project management and health & safety support to developers on a wide range
of build-to-sell, build-to-rent, affordable and student housing schemes the length and
breadth of the country.
Our Market Pulse report explores the impact Covid is likely
to have on urban residential development over the next 1224 months, and how that sits with challenges presented by
Brexit and the wider pressures the sector faces.
The report draws on in-depth interviews with eight
residential developers from Brighton to Glasgow and
focuses on four primary areas – funding and viability,
distressed development, future development and the
post-Covid home, and finally, the future for build-to-rent
schemes.

The underlying message is encouraging. The urban
residential sector remains strong with demand for new
homes of all tenures high. Residential developers, of
course, face a multitude of challenges – they always have.
But there are opportunities too, as our report explores.
I would like to thank BAM Properties, Carrowmore Property,
CEG, Court Collaboration, Henley Homes, Park Lane
Scotland, Titan Property Developments, and U+I for their
time and contributions to this report.
If you would like to discuss any of the themes or issues
raised in this report, please do contact me.

David Thomson
Managing Partner, RLF
E: david.thomson@rlf.co.uk
T: +44 (0) 20 7566 8400
M: +44 (0) 7766 997 234
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RLF market pulse – opportunities
and challenges for urban residential
developers during the global
pandemic and beyond

relationships with our European neighbours. Unemployment
rates will fall, and the residential market will once again pick
up.

There was a rising tide of uncertainty in the residential
development market when in March 2020 the world went
into an unprecedented lockdown. What impact would Covid
have on demand? Would it dampen the appetites of funders
and investors? What impact would this have on land values?
How would that affect yields? Would we see a dramatic
rise in distressed schemes? How would Brexit further
compound the issues?
The additional lockdowns of 2020 and 2021 and the
impact they have had on the way we all live our lives has
undoubtedly left people questioning their work-life balance
and their housing needs.

Timing is, of course, largely dependent on whether the
government decides to extend the support it is currently
making available to businesses and individuals.
A correction in house prices will not unduly worry urban
residential developers. Sites acquired today will not see
houses for sale until 2022 or later, and those with sites
nearing completion will take steps to reflect the changing
market.
With government targets of 300,000 homes a year still not
being met and a predicted shortfall of one million homes
by the end of the decade, the residential property market
presents considerable opportunity for well-funded, savvy
developers.

Today, whilst considerable uncertainty remains, remarkably,
the fundamentals of the residential property market haven’t
changed. House prices have, despite the deepest recession
in living memory, risen by 7.6% in 2020 with over £20bn of
monthly mortgage approvals (as of November 2020).
Demand for homes remains high and this mini boom in
house prices will, we believe, continue into the early part of
2021, underpinned by the government’s stamp duty holiday
and Help To Buy. However, this will lessen if both these
incentives end on 31 March 2021.

“The fundamentals in the
residential market are good.
There are 65 million people in
this country and only 23 million
homes. There’s the government
target of building 300,000 homes
a year and we’re not getting
anywhere near that.”
Paul Smith, Development Manager, BAM Properties

2021 will be a year of considerable ups and downs.
House prices are likely to fall mid-way through the year if
government support stops and the recession bites harder.
The mini boom is likely to be followed by a significant fall in
market activity as unemployment rates rise.
We believe that economic activity will return towards the
end of the year if the Covid vaccinations make their mark
and businesses better get to grips with the new trading

www.rlf.co.uk

Preston Barracks, Brighton
U+I
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Funding and viability
Urban residential developers are not entirely unaffected
by the Covid pandemic and its unfortunate timing with
the UK’s departure from the EU. Our research points
to a more conservative and more granular approach
to appraisals as developers and investors look to
safeguard returns. Developers are also being told to
ramp up returns as investors perceive increased risk.
Fortunately, the UK continues to be a strong pull for
investors’ money despite Covid. This is likely to remain
the position given the UK government’s agreement with
the EU on the nature of our trading relationship. The
developers we interviewed told us that there is a “lot
of cash out there” from high-net-worth family offices,
private individuals, overseas investors and institutional
funds. Investors need to put that money somewhere
and residential development remains a “safe place”.
The mechanics of the urban residential development
market have not changed. The drive for greater returns
has not translated into changing site appraisals. The
economics of supply and demand continues to hold true.

“In terms of the mechanics, the pure
aspects of the appraisal, we haven’t
necessarily changed anything as a
consequence. ”
Ben Hughes, Contracts & Procurement Lead,
Titan Property Developments

Resilient or over-inflated land values
As the grip of the Covid pandemic tightened there
was a possibility that land values would fall. That
has not happened, and we believe is unlikely to
happen in and around the major cities of the UK.

“Land values are still strong. Vendor
aspirations are still pretty high.”
Faisal Siddiqui, Acquisitions Director, Henley Homes

Land values in city centres, smart neighbourhoods and sites
with good infrastructure remain strong and are likely to do
so for some time with vendor aspirations remaining high.
All eight developers participating in this report told us that
they have seen no sign of change in land values, despite
many initially believing, perhaps hoping, that they would fall.

www.rlf.co.uk

“You used to be able to get an agent
to show you around a scheme, a site,
a building at a time of your choosing,
but with Covid disposing agents are
now setting up open days. You have to
go on a certain day, at a certain time. I
have turned up to appointments where
there are four parties leaving, who have
just inspected the site, with four parties
arriving who are waiting to view after
me and I’m thinking wow there’s a lot of
demand still here.’’
Paul Smith, Development Manager, BAM Properties

Sites that offer increased amenity and open spaces will
command a premium and that will, developers agree, see
a greater interest in suburban and edge of urban schemes,
supplementing higher-density city centre schemes.
London has, historically, been one of the primary
destinations for international cash and still commands
attention. Several developers told us that “it remains
amongst the world’s most investable cities” and looks
relatively “inexpensive when compared to Munich, Paris or
Hamburg”. Yet prime central London remains expensive,
with land values largely the same as they were two years
ago.
Investor appetite continues to grow outside of the M25 into
the UK’s larger regional cities, and here too that is pushing
land prices upwards - a trend that is likely to continue
throughout 2021. It was interesting to note developers
telling us that cities with a high-profile Premier League
football club, such as Manchester United, help drive
international private investor demand – a picture that will
leave cities without a top-flight football club and hoping
to attract international investment looking on with some
degree of envy. Other routes need to be explored.

“Five years ago, it was London,
London, London. Nobody really
wanted to go outside of London,
but definitely Manchester,
Birmingham, those sorts of cities,
certainly have a lot more interest
from UK and overseas investors.”
Simon Fox, Development Director, Carrowmore Property
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It has been suggested that the market in some cities, for
example Birmingham, is “overheated”. Yet it remains a
highly localised picture: land values just a few streets away
from those hot spots will fall sharply. The adage “location,
location, location” still drives demand.
A more granular approach to due diligence
High land prices and strong investor appetite is matched
with considerably tighter scrutiny on deals. Due diligence
on schemes is taking longer as investors look to build
a deeper understanding of the development before
committing funds.
Covid and Brexit are undoubtedly lawyer-friendly
environments, and our developers told us that this is
slowing deals down, with new Covid related clauses
introduced to funding agreements. We do not see that
changing as we move through 2021.

Atlantic Square, Glasgow
BAM Properties
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“People are more cautious in terms of
development appraisals, building in
contingencies to deal with Covid.”
Brian Clarke, Joint Managing Director at Park Lane
Scotland

“I think there will be a tightening of
the wallets from the funders and more
due diligence undertaken to really get
under the skin of each site to make
sure they’re not deploying their capital
in an area where they’re unnecessarily
exposed to risk.”
Rob Sloper, Development Director, U+I
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Due diligence – a deeper dive into
identifying the potential dealbreakers

Key risks to assess:

All developers want to avoid the time, expense and
frustration of walking away from a deal at the eleventh
hour. Yet historically, even some of the more experienced,
battle-scarred developers have been fairly ‘light touch’
when it comes to undertaking due diligence in advance of
a site acquisition bid, and often it is only triggered by a late
challenge from the funder or Investors.
The market is changing. We are seeing more developers
tuning in to the benefits of an earlier and deeper dive into
the due diligence to avoid the pitfall of wasted time and
cost through the process.
When it comes to advising developers on the viability and
early assessment of deals, the science behind quantifying
the construction costs of the product is relatively
straight forward when you can draw on a strong bank of
comparables and benchmarking data.
Early identification of the potential deal-breakers is more of
an art.
Having an eye for the site in question and a nose for the
potential deal-breakers is critical. Having the right gut feel
is important too. Realistically allowing for unforeseen or, as
yet, unquantifiable risks is what our developer clients value,
and what keeps them coming back to us.
We are in the fortunate position of advising on both sides
of the fence when it comes to viability cost assessments.
When we are advising local planning authorities, we draw
on experience and data from challenging a high volume
of applications which tend to overstate the allowances
required for unforeseen and unquantifiable risks. This
gives us useful insight when we are advising our developer
clients throughout the planning process. The risks are the
same on both sides of the fence, and success ultimately
comes down to making a realistic, well informed judgement.
In our experience, there are a set of commonly occurring
risks that usually have the most impact on the viability
of a project. It is always worth sense checking and
stress testing the assumptions and allowances made
in apportioning cost to these risk areas up front. It is
interesting to see how many developers don’t.

www.rlf.co.uk

Groundworks
What hazards or contamination are we likely to find? Is the
underlying strata capable of taking loads without piling?
What is the potential for discovering archaeological finds?
Are there services or main sewers crossing the site?
Utilities
What is the capacity of the local supplies? Could we need
electrical substations?
Neighbourly matters
Are party wall awards required? What works might be
impacted? Are there any legal easement or potential rights
to light?
Planning
Can we get a heads-up on any unusual planning
restrictions?
Proximity to transport routes
How near is the site to railways, the Underground,
watercourses, major highways and flight paths as they tend
to demand enhanced attention to design to cover issues
around vibration, noise, air quality?
Proximity to watercourses
What design issues arise from potential flooding, ground
bearing capacity and water table? In what sort of shape are
the river walls and flood defenses?
As the saying goes, beware of bargains or cutting corners
with parachutes and brain surgery – it could be argued the
same applies to due diligence.

Neville Onan-Read
Partner
E: neville.onan-read@rlf.co.uk
T: +44 (0) 20 7566 8400
M: +44 (0) 7770 471 635
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Distressed developments – can we
expect a ripple or a tsunami?

Government support to businesses, particularly the
furlough scheme and the moratorium on winding-up
petitions, has masked many of the underlying issues facing
businesses, but cracks are beginning to show. Government
support has succeeded in holding back distressed schemes
and will continue to do so for as long as that support
continues. But when it stops, those cracks will deepen.

When the Covid pandemic’s teeth bit in the first half of
2020 developers believed distressed schemes would
quickly follow. They didn’t, and at the time of writing, have
yet to materialise in any meaningful way.

“I think we will start to see some
distressed sites coming through. Most
definitely there will be in 2021, but I’m
not sure it will be on the scale that has
been discussed.”
Paul Smith, Development Manager, BAM Properties

In more normal economic conditions, schemes in distress
steadily filter into the market over time, with developers
perhaps having overpaid on a site or failed to undertake the
necessary levels of due diligence, leaving them struggling
to deliver unviable sites. Programme delays, problems
with completing sales and construction overspend often
exacerbate underlying issues during a recession, with
a lack of cash forcing distress and disposal via banks,
insolvency practitioners or Law of Property Act (LPA)
receivers. This naturally provides opportunities for other
developers to acquire, reshape and progress schemes.

www.rlf.co.uk

Insolvency practitioners that deal with property and
construction have varied opinions as to the extent of the
future problem, describing it as ranging from “tsunami“
to just a “ripple in the water”. This may well be linked to
sectors that they are involved with. A good example being
that there will be far more insolvency and distress in retail
than there will be in residential property businesses, based
on where the economy is at this present moment.
We are now in the highly unusual position of facing a cliff
edge, with multiple distressed schemes falling at the same
time. We believe it is likely that distressed assets will start
falling into the market as the government pulls back its
support to business. This will include partially built assets
released due to contractor or developer failure, as well as
land portfolios.
However, developers looking to snap up distressed
schemes at a significant discount are likely to be
disappointed. Lack of supply and competition between
funders will see the value of land disposals remain strong
in prime locations. Partially built assets will carry an added
level of risk and complexity which needs to be factored in
when considering overall viability. Developers need to tread
carefully when looking at these types of assets and be
robust in their due diligence to identify the less immediately
visible risks and the hidden costs.
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Future development opportunities and risks
Residential developers are broadly positive towards the
immediate future, pointing to strong demand across all
tenures. But they are also, quite understandably, fully
aware of the risks they face.
It will be of no surprise that the single biggest threat to
residential developers in 2021 is the economy and the
lasting impact Covid and Brexit will have. Job security,
market sentiment, confidence and the availability of
mortgages all affect demand, which in turn affects
development.
Yet the developers we interviewed see Covid and Brexit
in much the same light as previous economic challenges –
challenges that need to be factored in and managed.

“Covid will sort itself out. We’ve got
some noise around that for at least 12
to 18 months, of course, but we will
deal with that and we will adapt.”
Alex Neale, Managing Director, Court Collaboration

Most of the developers were consistent in identifying the
planning environment as still representing the greatest risk
to development. The uncertainty over the decision-making
process of local planning authorities, the complexity of CIL
and Section 106 contributions, and the disparity between
the aspirations of national and local government, were all
raised as major concerns – something that is unchanged
from the pre-Covid situation. Developers unanimously
question the time, cost and the “completely incongruous”
relationship between national planning policy and local
politics.

“Planning is one of the main
uncertainties in the whole development
process, where you don’t really know
where you’re coming from and it’s a
politically driven thing. I think, clarity
and certainty definitely helps.”
Simon Fox, Development Director, Carrowmore Property

www.rlf.co.uk

London Road, Staines
Titan Property Developments

Repurposing redundant retail and office space
Uncertainty presents opportunity, with struggling retail and
redundant office space two prime examples.
There can be no doubt that retail is in a tough place
currently, with the government moratorium on winding-up
orders holding back a spike in retail business failures. Yet
even now, a walk through any high street will see growing
numbers of empty retail units. Covid has accelerated the
e-commerce trend of the past decade.
Can redundant retail and office space be repurposed for
residential development?
High street retail space is not without its challenges. As
Faisal Siddiqui, Acquisitions Director at Henley Homes
noted “in terms of the high street, a ground floor retail
unit on a high street is not the best place for residential
conversion. Not many people want to live in a flat on the
ground floor on a high street.” Redundant retail space is
likely to be more suited to boutique developers, better able
to create high-end apartments that sell for a premium.
The developers we interviewed recognised that
opportunities may emerge with the right site, but the
challenge of deep floor plates presents a problem for
repurposing many redundant stores. Instead, demolition
and replacement may offer an opportunity, but this would
need local authorities to make some brave decisions.
However, the opportunity to create more mixed-use town
centres should not be overlooked, as they provide the
catalyst to reintroduce the vibrancy that many are missing.
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Redundant retail parks perhaps provide greater scope
for volume, and there are signs that local authorities may
consider reallocating them for residential use, though
mostly through mixed-use development. But they can be
expensive to repurpose, with residential developers likely to
face stiff competition from other uses, notably logistics, as
our appetite for online shopping grows.
The future of the office remains a little more uncertain.
Whilst 2020 and 2021 has, and will continue to see, many
of us working from home, there is a desire from both
employers and employees for a return to the workplace. We
expect to see a blended model that combines both working
from home and the office, leaving office space in demand.

“I’m a big fan of urban mix, mixing it up.
The average high street 100-150 years
ago had a mixture of residential and
retail and office spaces. I think that will
come back.”
Simon Fox, Development Director, Carrowmore Property

Yet, there will inevitably be redundant older office space
that is better suited to redevelopment or repurposing for
residential use, creating opportunities for urban developers.
However, in many towns and cities conversions through
permitted development has already peaked and councils
may push back using the Article 4 directive protecting
employment space.
The post-Covid home
Housing has never remained static, with developers
evolving and changing their product to meet local demand,
new technology and trends in the way we live our lives.
Covid is likely to accelerate trends that have been emerging
over the past year or so, including the expectation across
all tenures for good quality amenity space, larger or flexible
spaces that support home working, and the need for

“People talk about that it’s crucial for
urban resi to have outside space and it
is important, but I think it’s always been
important.”
James Shimwell, Head of Residential Development at CEG

development to foster a greater sense of community.
The desire for greater amenity spaces is not new. It has
been an increasingly important requirement for home
buyers and renters and is reflected in urban schemes
across the UK.
Developers tell us that a city-centre scheme without access
to outside space is a poorly designed scheme, with a small
number questioning whether a balcony on a high-rise
building can really count as valued outside space?
Amenity space has been consistently cited by buyers and
renters as a priority for physical and mental well-being, and
even more so in recent months with many of us spending
much of the working week at home. Just as importantly,
amenity space will help residential developers differentiate
against competing schemes and command a premium. The
value home buyers and renters place on quality amenity
space will not disappear.
This can be seen through the migration of Londoners out
of the central boroughs in search of improved amenity and
reduced living costs as the reliance on the daily commute
to the office reduces due to greater work flexibility.

“What’s different going forward is more
focus on external areas and amenities
and improved product, in terms of
garden, terrace, balcony, roof garden,
gym or shared business lounge.”
Ben Hughes, Contracts & Procurement Lead,
Titan Property Developments

Newmarket Square, Dublin
Carrowmore Property

www.rlf.co.uk
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A dedicated space to work
The Office for National Statistics reports that in 2020
46.6% of the UK workforce worked from home for at least
part of the working week. Whilst much of the country
welcomed in the new year under a third national lockdown,
the percentage of us working permanently from home is
unlikely to remain as high, but home working will remain in a
meaningful way.

The answer may be found in the approach of many buildto-rent schemes, marketed on the strength of amenity
space that often includes residents’ lounges or co-working
spaces.

This begs the question, will tomorrow’s homes include
dedicated, work from home spaces?
For build-to-sell schemes, a dedicated work from home
space essentially means an additional bedroom, adding
considerable development cost. Questions remain whether
buyers will be prepared to pay for what is, in effect, a step
up the housing ladder?

“People recognise that they do want
a separate room as their workspace.
They don’t want to be sitting at the
kitchen table or sitting in the lounge.
They want to try and have a bit more
space, even if it’s a box room or an attic
conversion.”
Brian Clarke, Joint Managing Director at Park Lane
Scotland

The Irish Centre, Birmingham
Court Collaboration

www.rlf.co.uk

The cost to a build-to-sell developer in adding 10 square
metres or more of physical space per unit is considerable
when compared to the cost to a build-to-rent developer in
adding a few additional square metres of amenity space per
resident.
Will we see high-density build-to-sell look to build-torent developments for inspiration, including co-working or
lounge spaces for those choosing to work from home? And
if so, will home buyers be prepared to pay for them?
Build-to-rent developers are at a considerable advantage
in providing dedicated co-working hubs, together with
attractive amenity space, which will be increasingly
important to those looking for a new home. 2021 is likely to
herald the widespread adoption of dedicated build-to-rent
schemes.
We were surprised then to see just one developer reference
the role technology will play in tomorrow’s post-Covid
homes, particularly keyless entry to a building, lifts and
apartments. We would fully expect to see technology play
a greater role in urban residential development throughout
2021 and beyond. Especially as it is a relatively inexpensive
solution.
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The rise and rise of build-to-rent

A build-to-rent scheme with quality amenity space, an
engaging events calendar, together with space to work
from home, will stand apart from renting an apartment from
a private landlord.

The build-to-rent sector continues to gather pace, with
strong demand from young professionals looking for
community, entertainment and the opportunity to make
new connections and friends that private landlords simply
cannot offer. That demand is underpinned by solid backing
from large institutional funds.

“We’re already seeing a gradual shift in
the residential market to build-to-rent
and I think that it will continue to grow.”
Rob Sloper, Development Director, U+I

Historically, a downward turn in the economy is matched by
increased demand for rented accommodation. The current
recession is likely to be no different.
Build-to-rent remains a stronger proposition in London and
the South East, but is gathering pace across many of our
larger regional cities. Approximately half of the 20,000 units
in the Manchester pipeline are for build-to-rent, with similar
splits in Leeds and Birmingham.
The one exception appears to be Scotland where buildto-rent has been long discussed, but resulted in very few
schemes. Brian Clarke of Park Lane Scotland points to just
one or two very small schemes in Edinburgh and Glasgow
and a different economic picture, where rental pressure
points sit with private landlords at around £750 a month
against £1,200 a month for build-to-rent schemes.

But a word of caution from several developers responsible
for both build-to-rent and build-to-sell schemes.
Communities are not built on single-use schemes. Mixed
tenures that embed residents in a community are preferred
and increasingly the norm.
This is achieved in several ways. Tall towers will often see
the uppermost floors reserved for sale, with lower floors
for rental occupiers. Other schemes are evolving more
organically, with developers offering a small number of
units for rent and sale together, testing the market.
Developers looking to repurpose build-to-sell into buildto-rent schemes are likely to face considerable challenges.
Investors that have bought into a build-to-sell scheme may
not have the resources to switch to a longer-term build-torent model, and planning will need to be revisited.
There is also the additional problem of combining two
demographics into the communal space and the impact
this may have on buyer appetite. High-density urban
development by its very nature demands communal
spaces, the lobby, lifts and stairs and storage. These are
spaces with high footfall, that require maintenance and,
under Covid, rules thorough cleaning, which some buyers
might find unattractive.

One of the key features of build-to-rent schemes is the
high-quality amenity space and curated lifestyles that lift
rental values. Community, physical and mental well-being,
and events programmes to bring residents together –
whether weekly yoga classes, cookery schools, film and
pizza nights or summer BBQs – are all part of the mix.

“Refinancing a scheme based around
rentals has been easier because the
rental demand is high.”
Ben Hughes, Contracts & Procurement Lead,
Titan Property Developments

These aspects will be increasingly important when, postCovid, individuals review their current housing.

www.rlf.co.uk

Brent House, Wembley
Henley Homes
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A future beyond Covid
Understandably the current focus is on dealing with the
crises of Covid and economic uncertainty, but eventually
these will pass and other underlying challenges will
resurface. The developers we interviewed are well attuned
to this.

“Local authorities understand their
communities. It’s our job as a developer
to get under the skin of those places
and understand the needs and the
wants and address those. That is
how you create value through that
investment in those communities.”
Rob Sloper, Development Director, U+I

The role of the developer, in terms of offering social value
to new and existing communities and how they create
quality places, was a common theme. The response to
climate change and how to adopt a more sustainable
approach to development is another.

www.rlf.co.uk

“The whole wellness thing,
environmental sustainability has moved
far higher up the agenda than it has
been ever before. So it’s something that
gets talked about at boardroom level.”
Simon Fox, Development Director, Carrowmore Property

We hope you have found this report to be useful. Despite
the pending macro-economic challenges ahead and
potential fluctuations in investor sentiment, it is worth
noting that the fundamentals for urban residential
occupancy remain strong.
View a showcase of our recent Build to Rent and
General Residential projects.
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